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Abstract. Collaboration among companies is nowadays a success leverage 
from those involved, especially for SMEs. The networking advantages are sev-
eral and among them, reducing costs is a critical one. Costs reduction due to the 
possibility of Collaborative Procurement (CP) among partners is one of the 
most important achievements in a network. While the literature available offers 
good bases for managing single contractor procurement issues, little research 
addresses the case of CP within Enterprise Networks (ENs). This paper explore 
the mentioned issue and proposes a general framework for managing CP in 
ENs, those with the Virtual Development Office (VDO) structure. The findings 
from the application of the framework proposed in an Italian network are high-
lighted so as to provide preliminary results and drive future research. 

Keywords: Enterprise Network, Collaborative Procurement, SME, Virtual  
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1   Introduction 

Several forms of structured collaborative organizations are growing up in the last dec-
ade, with different degree of formal relationships. Industrial clusters, districts, Virtual 
Organizations (VOs), Virtual Enterprises (VEs), Virtual Breeding Environment (VBE) 
[1], Collaborative Networks (CNs), are samples of collaborative enterprise networks. 
The most important advantages of these typologies of stable collaborations can be reas-
sumed in developing new products/services, sharing new knowledge and risks, being 
part of critical mass and reducing costs [2], [3] and [4]. For the last purpose, one of the 
most important action within a collaborative environment is the Collaborative Procure-
ment (CP) among partners, since through global purchasing with common suppliers it is 
notably possible to reduce costs and risks, as well as increase the contractual influence 
since the achievement of a sufficient critical mass. The article is organized as follows. In 
Section 2 we discuss the CP concepts, followed by a literature review on this topic in 
Section 3 that highlights the evolutions of the CP concept during the last decades. In 
section 4 we illustrate the particular network model, the Virtual Development Model 
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(VDO), in which the new CP framework has been adopted: the case study is indeed 
discussed in Section 5, considering the GPT (Gruppo Poligrafico Tiberino) success case 
as the first Italian network adopting the VDO structure. Concluding remarks and further 
developments are presented in Section 6. 

2   Collaborative Procurement Concept  

CP has so far been loosely defined in the existing literature. It is referred to as hori-
zontal cooperative purchasing, group purchasing, collaborative purchasing, collective 
purchasing, joint purchasing, consortium purchasing, shared purchasing, bundled 
purchasing, etc. And this list goes on to about a hundred terms [5]. As a concept, the 
CP covers a very wide spectrum of possible definition, related to the systems in which 
it is applied, the involved actors, the relationship among subjects, etc. However a 
basilar definition is: CP is an effective way for more than one client, contractor, con-
sultant or supplier to join together to procure works, services, materials or goods, 
share expertise, promote efficiency and deliver value for particular advantages in the 
delivery of a project,  series of projects or service objectives [6]. In the literature, 
several general types of cooperation for CP are distinguished. A main distinction is 
between horizontal CP, i.e. buyer-buyer or seller-seller cooperation, and vertical CP, 
i.e. buyer-seller cooperation [7]. When referring to horizontal CP, concepts apply 
such as shared service centers, horizontal alliances, and horizontal cooperative pur-
chasing. When referring to vertical cooperation, concepts apply such as co-makership, 
vertical alliances, and public-private partnerships. In this paper, we focus on horizon-
tal CP, in terms of buyer-buyer actors (companies belonging to the same network). 
The main advantages of CP are more or less similar to advantages of coordinated or 
centralized purchasing in a single organization. The advantages follow from  factors 
such as economies of scale [8], a reduced number of transactions between suppliers 
and buyers [9], improved relationships with suppliers and other organizations in the 
purchasing group, and stronger negotiation positions. Reported disadvantages of CP 
follow from factors such as an increased complexity of the purchasing process and 
loss of flexibility and control. However, the advantages of cooperative purchasing 
outweigh the disadvantages for many situations in the public and private sector [5]. 

3   Literature Review 

A brief history of the CP concept can be developed starting from the early 1970s, when 
purchasing was viewed as having a passive role in the business organization [10]. This 
view was supported at that time by many strategists who stated that purchasing could be 
described as an administrative rather than a strategic function. There were, however, 
some people, for example, [11] and [12], who stressed in their articles the need to in-
clude purchasing in corporate planning. According to [13] the 1980s were a period of 
shifting attitudes towards the role of purchasing in corporate strategy. As a function, 
purchasing was claimed to be capable of being a source of competitive advantage for  
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the business. [14] proposed that purchasing can contribute to corporate strategy in four 
different ways: monitor supply market, interpret the meaning of these trends for the 
firm, identify the materials and services required to support company and strategic busi-
ness unit strategies and develop supply options. [15] discussed the contribution of pur-
chasing in terms of strategic resources and the need to manage key materials in relation 
to product/market objectives of the particular businesses. In the end of 1980s [16] cap-
tured the spirit of the pursuit of world-class manufacturing and the need for continuous 
improvement in terms of cost reduction and improvements in quality, delivery, getting 
new products to market faster and customer responsiveness. The research focus during 
the 1990s appears to have shifted towards integration, and the means by which the pro-
curement can work to become recognized as a more significant contributor to the com-
pany’s success [13]. Over the past few years, there has been an outstanding shift in the 
way many companies approach buyer-seller relationships. Recent years have seen an 
increased interest and involvement in buyer-seller partnerships, which tend to be longer 
term, ongoing, and based on a sharing of the risk of the relationship outcomes [17]. [18] 
coined the term “lean production” to emphasize both minimal use of input resources for 
greatly increased output and the fact that the complete system requires coordination of 
all internal customers and suppliers with their external counterparts. [19] enhanced that 
idea in his book “Beyond Partnership”. 

From ‘90s the literature has exponentially investigated this topic; in particular the 
long tradition of CP has led to two outcomes. On the one hand, there seems to be a lot 
of literature mentioning purchasing groups or purchasing consortia. On the other 
hand, research on cooperative purchasing is still in its infancy [20]. 

Most sources on CP are found in textbooks and professional publications are often 
descriptive. Thus, especially compared to vertical buyer-seller cooperation, horizontal 
buyer-buyer cooperation has not been a major research area until now [21]. Academic 
research that has been done on CP has contributed to describing and analyzing several 
CP topics under different settings and circumstances. The existing research findings 
are categorized as follows: 

 
• Advantages and disadvantages of cooperative purchasing [22], [23] and [24]; 
• Coordination structures of purchasing groups [25] and [26]; 
• Critical success factors, drivers, and preconditions for cooperative purchasing 

[27], [28], and [29];  
• Development of purchasing groups over time [30], [31] and [32] ; 
• Formation of purchasing groups in electronic marketplaces [33] and [34]. 

 
The academic sources described above do cover relevant topics. Still, some gaps exist 
in the CP literature. We found gaps in the research method used, as little large-scale 
empirical research exists. Moreover literature on CP within stable enterprise networks 
is practically inexistence. For this reason, new researches, methodologies, reference 
framework and application of the developed theories through case studies should be 
built up.  
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4   The VDO Model 

The Virtual Development Office (VDO) model has been developed within the Italian 
research project MIGEN1, during which the University of Perugia supported the 
development of an enterprise network from its first steps. The aim of the project was to 
define a conceptual organizational model for enterprise networks, in order to increase 
the competitiveness of the SMEs involved. The approach proposed is based on the 
creation of an independent subject, the VDO, GPT in the case study, which acts as a 
leading actor, and it has the role of creating, coordinating and managing a community of 
enterprises [35]. Particularly, it should be the market intelligence of the network, 
continuously catching business opportunities in the market and positioning the network 
on it. Moreover, the VDO is the permanent interface to public institutions, financial 
institutions and research centres. A proactive collaboration with such subjects is a 
leverage factor in today business. The VDO activities presented above are “external” to 
the network. However, the VDO also has a crucial role inside the network life. First of 
all, it has the role of maintaining and consolidating the trust of companies involved in 
the network by generating and promoting a long-term alliance. By acting as a central 
player on respect of the “business ecosystem”, it promotes both the willing of 
cooperation, both the readiness to collaborate each time a business opportunity, which 
for a network can be defined as a “collaboration opportunity” (CO) arises. From a value 
chain point of view, particularly interesting is the creation of the Virtual Enterprise (VE) 
or Virtual Organization (VO) for specific business opportunities, since the processes 
that constitute the value chain, i.e. those activities that represent the value proposition of 
the network and lead to customer satisfaction will be split amongst the members of the 
network that are participating in the collaborative opportunity.  

5   The EASM Framework 

This section presents the CP framework, named EASM (Exploring, Analyzing, 
Selecting, Managing) that has been developed for VDO based networks, and tested in 
the GPT (Gruppo Poligrafico Tiberino) network case study. A representation of the 
proposed framework is provided in Figure 1. The VDO has the initial task of Explor-
ing the network, in order to catch potential Collaborative Procurement Opportunities 
(CPOs) for the partners. During the Exploring phase the VDO explores the most 
common purchased products by the network companies, and gives a classification of 
them, with different weights, in terms of costs, volumes, possible buyers, etc. Tools 
that can support this phase are questionnaires, surveys, interviews, an so on. This 
action allows the VDO from one side to deeply know the network companies needs, 
from the other to realize an initial study on the most consumed items or services. The 
second phase of the CP framework is the “Analyzing” one. During this phase the 
VDO carefully evaluates the investigated potential CPOs,  in order to select those 
with most potential benefit for the network and possibility of success.  

                                                           
1 MIGEN (the name comes from the Italian acronym for Innovative Models for Enterprises 

Network Management) is a research project supported by Italian government with the PRIN 
(Research Project of National Interest) program. The project involved the Universities of 
Perugia, Florence and Genoa and it focused on the development of specific models and tools 
for managing networks of enterprises. 
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Fig. 1. The EASM Collaborative Procurement Framework for VDO based networks 

 
A validation of the weights correlated to the potential POs is performed by the VDO, 

in order to avoid incorrect evaluations of these indicators that can lead to financial, 
economic, structural and competitive losses. Moreover, in this phase the VDO performs 
an analysis of the potential supplier (that can be internal or external to the network), 
through supply-chain management and buyer-seller relationship optimization criteria; 
and it evaluates the cost of the desired products/services, by comparing them with the 
actual costs of single buyers (companies). Additionally, the VDO individuates the 
strengths and weaknesses of each potential CPO, and it define a set of indicators that 
consider economic, financial, trust and reputational indexes. Thus, in this phase the 
VDO selects only the most highest ranked CPOs and excludes the others with lower 
evaluation. In the Selecting phase, the VDO selects the companies of the network that 
can be involved in each of the identified CPOs, as well as the supplier(s) for the CP. In 
the current phase the VDO realizes the Virtual Enterprise (VE) or the Virtual Organiza-
tion (VO) (depending if also institutions are involved in the opportunity) for each se-
lected CPO. The VE/VO are the groups of companies selected by the VDO that will 
benefit of the CPOs advantages. The last phase, the Managing one, is characterized by 
the management of the VE/VO by the VDO during the projects. In this phase the VDO 
has the important role of coordinating the CP processes, maintaining trust among part-
ners, guaranteeing intellectual property rights, optimizing the supply-chain furniture. 
The VDO can eventually modify the VE/VO actor participation and change the VE/VO 
structure and parameters, in order to assure increasing benefits for the entire network. 
The EASM model has been realize by the authors following the Critical Success Factors 
(CSFs) for implementing a CP approach expressed in the literature during the last dec-
ades. In particular a discussion of the model based on the CSFs is proposed in Table 1. 
The application of the model to the case study is presented in the next paragraph. 
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Table 1. CSFs for CP and evaluation of the EASM framework 

 

6   The Case Study 

The EASM CP framework has been tested in an Italian network of 20 companies 
belonging to the printing and packaging sector, namely the Gruppo Poligrafico Ti-
berino (GPT). Through the Exploring phase authors investigated the most common 
products/services purchased in the network. Since the manufacturing nature of the 
partners, several products/services belonging to the manufacturing sector have been 
individuated through the use of a questionnaire, such as for example pallets, card-
board, paper, transports, software applications, services, etc..  

The Exploring and Analyzing phase, where classifications and multi-criteria 
evaluation were performed as suggested in paragraph 5, resulted in the identification  
of 3 potential CPOs: pallets, cardboard and paper. These choices are justified since 
the purchasing of these products within the network covered very high volumes, as 
shown in Table 2. During the Analyzing phase the best suppliers were identified and 
the VEs/VOs could have been built up in the Selecting phase. Table 2 summarizes the 
three CPOs actually performed in GPT, by highlighting the total volumes in terms of 
number of products and monetary value, the average cost of purchasing and the aver-
age saving in terms of money percentage.  
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Table 2. CPOs information 

CPOs
No. Prod.      Per 

year
Total amount

Average 
price/product

Percentage
Total amount 

per year

Pallet 90.550 pz 602  K€/year 6,64€/pz 22,78% 137 K€
Cardboard boxes 2.641.500 pz 1,4 M€/year 0,53€/pz 11,80% 165,2 K€
Paper 3000 tons 3 M€/year 1000 €/tons 5,67% 170,1 K€

Volumes Average money saving

 
 
As shown in Table 2, an average cost reduction has been realized through a CP ac-

tion in GPT: 472,3 K€€  is the total amount saved in 2008 by GPT. This money saving 
is due to an increasing contractual power of the companies with the suppliers.  

Companies that were before buying raw materials from different sellers, can now 
benefit of best prices, since the very high requested volumes. Table 2 shows high 
values of average money saving percentage for each CPO; this is an important result, 
since the identified CPOs involve low value-added products. Thus, direct costs have 
significantly been reduced by the application of the EASM framework, achieving the 
most important Collaborative Procurement objective. 

7   Conclusions 

This paper has investigated the leading topic of Collaborative Procurement within en-
terprise networks. After the definition of what “collaborative procurement” is, the litera-
ture available has been critically reviewed so as to highlight consolidate  knowledge and 
lacks. Based on the learning from the literature, the authors presented a CP framework, 
EASM, that has been developed for an innovative typology of business networks, 
namely the Virtual Development Office (VDO) networks. The model proposed offers a 
step by step methodology for implementing CP initiatives within networks, and extend 
its applicability more generally to all networks having a central hub. 

Future research will focus on multiple field test of the model, so as to identify criti-
calities of application and optimizing therefore the methodology based on feedbacks. 
Moreover, the applicability to other typology of business networks should be evaluated. 
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